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BUILDING
OUR FUTURE

ACUITY EARNS RECORD
PROFIT IN 2018

STACKING UP OUR 2018

PERFORMANCE

T

hroughout 2018, the question was not whether
Acuity’s financial results would again surpass
the industry, but by how much.
The numbers are now in, and the answer is that
Acuity’s 93.5 combined ratio was over eight points better
than our competitors in the property/casualty industry
and more than a full point lower than our 2017
combined ratio.

Building Blocks
“We can’t thank everyone enough who plays a part in
our continued success—our more than 1,300 employees
and thousands of independent agency partners who
have created such an effective and powerful engine of
growth and profitability,” says Ben Salzmann, President
and CEO.
“This is the first time in our history when we have
had a combined ratio in the 90s for eight straight years,”
says Wendy Schuler, Vice President - Finance. “This is
remarkable when you consider we’re still outgrowing the
industry.”
In 2018, Acuity also paired outstanding financial
performance with strong revenue growth of over $100
million. Our 7.2 percent increase in written premium was
the highest in four years and exceeded the industry
average. Fueled by $255 million in new business
premium, Acuity finished 2018 with over $1.5 billion
in total written premium for the first time in company
history.
“We are building a future together, and financial
strength is the foundation of that future,” says Jamie
Loiacono, Vice President - Claims. “Profitable growth
creates even more opportunity for expansion with our
agencies, new jobs for the community, and career
advancement for our existing staff.”
In personal lines, Acuity surpassed $400 million in
written premium for the first time ever. “We’ve grown
for 22 years in a row, and our retention is rock solid—
even better than last year. That’s due to fast and fair
claims handling, great customer service, and new
enhancements we introduced in personal lines over the

past several months,” says Shane Paltzer, Vice President
- Marketing and Personal Lines.
Notable recent changes in personal lines include:
• A new pricing tool for vehicles that enabled
us to double quote success in targeted
segments
• Personal cyber
• Higher sewer and drain backup limits—up to
$100K for eligible risks
• Expanded eligibility for homeowners with
trampolines
In commercial lines, Acuity surpassed 82,000 quote
requests received for the first time ever and maintained
an all-time-high 43.7 success ratio on writing those
accounts.
“Agents continually tell us that they value consistency,
and that’s what Acuity delivers regardless of market
conditions,” says Ed Warren, Vice President - Commercial
Lines. “We provide a stable, reliable market for agents by
maintaining our underwriting discipline.”

Future Outlook
Acuity set records in other areas of financial
performance as well. We reached an all-time high
in assets ($4.465 billion GAAP) and surplus ($2.034
billion GAAP), exceeded the industry’s cash flow as a
percentage of net written premium by nearly 8 points,
and maintained a leverage ratio under 1:1 for the 19th
consecutive year, finishing 2018 with 0.79:1 (Statutory).
We also generated a net income of over $200 million
(GAAP) for the first time in our 93-year history.
“We’re just getting started,” says Wally Waldhart,
Vice President - Sales and Communications. “We have
the building blocks in place to grow even bigger in 2019
while maintaining a high level of profitability.”
“Acuity will continue to be a consistent source
of strength for our independent agent partners and
the hundreds of thousands of individuals, families,
businesses, and workers who depend on us to be there
when disaster strikes,” Salzmann says.
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There are many great reasons to Sell Acuity! Each month
we’ll highlight sales tips, important coverages, and Acuity
differentiators across the retail, manufacturing, construction,
trucking, services, and personal lines market segments,
written by different members of our Customer Focus Teams.

Construction

Manufacturing

Personal Lines

For some homeowners, deciding what
coverages and limits are needed can be
confusing and stressful. Fortunately, Acuity makes
it easy for our agents to quote property coverage
online for personal lines customers with our
homeowners coverage tiers.
The three tiers we offer are Essential,
Enhanced, and Premier. For example, selecting
the Premier Tier automatically includes the
following:
• Guaranteed Dwelling Replacement Cost
• Personal Property Replacement Cost
• Identity Fraud and Cyber Protection
• Coverage C limits at 75% of Coverage A
• Coverage Enhancements Plus
• Jewelry and Furs Enhanced Coverage with
a $5,000 limit
• And $500,000 Liability and $5,000
Med Pay
Although coverages are pre-selected by the
tier you choose, Acuity gives you the opportunity
to customize coverages and limits to your needs.
We deliver great coverage, flexibility, and ease of
doing business in personal lines!

BY MONIKA BOSWEIN,
CLAIMS CONSULTANT

Talent—every industry needs it, but many
are struggling to find it, and manufacturing is no
different.
The term skills gap refers to the difference
between the skills needed to perform a particular
job and the talent available in the market.
According to a recent study, the skills gap
could cost the economy $2.5 trillion over the
next decade as 2.4 million jobs are likely to go
unfilled.
Here are some tips you can offer your
manufacturing clients to help them close the gap:
• Create a knowledge transfer system from
those likely to retire in the coming years
• Increase investment in training programs
by integrating digital technology
• Partner with schools at every level to
increase engagement
• Develop an apprenticeship program as a
pathway to a skilled trade
• Offer company perks unique from those of
local competitors
• Innovate company branding to boost public
perception
Acuity’s Manufacturing Specialist, Mike
Schlagenhaufer, is a great (free!) resource
available to answer questions your clients may
have when implementing techniques to attract,
train, and retain talent. Reach out to him at
mike@acuity.com!

BY ANDREW SIEGEL,
REGULATORY ANALYST

With the construction season around the
corner, many contractors will soon see an uptick
in both business activity and payroll amounts. If
your clients don’t plan accordingly, they can face
increases in premium at audit due to their payroll
growth.
Acuity can help contractors avoid this
problem and offer you a competitive advantage.
AcuitySmartPay is a pay-as-you-go option for
policies that include workers’ compensation.
AcuitySmartPay helps businesses better match
the amount and timing of premium payments to
actual payrolls throughout the year.
To qualify, an account should have a total
workers’ compensation premium of at least
$10,000. A 15 percent down payment, based on
the total policy premium, is required for the first
term. Other lines of business can be written on
the same policy and billed monthly along with
workers’ compensation on a single statement.
The workers’ compensation premium is calculated
monthly based on the payrolls reported by the
policyholder.
AcuitySmartPay is a paperless process
where policyholders simply go to acuity.com
and enter their payroll information each month.
There is no need to mail monthly reports as
other carriers require. Our system automatically
handles adjusting the premium and withdraws the
necessary payment from the policyholder’s bank
account via ACH.
Help remove customer frustration and difficult
conversations due to additional premium owed for
an audit and provide your customers with a tool
to help manage their cash flow and better budget
their insurance expenses.

BY BRITTNEY PASSINI,
PRODUCT ANALYST

Services

What if your client receives an offer to buy
their business that is too good to pass up? Maybe
they decide to keep it in the family and sell to a
relative. Or maybe it’s finally time to kick up their
feet on the beaches of Hawaii and retire!
No matter the reason your customer decides
to discontinue operations, they continue to
face an insurance exposure after they move on.
Standard general liability policies are occurrencebased, meaning they cover claims or suits alleging
bodily injury or property damage occurring during
the policy period. Consider:
• What happens if a car your client fixed is
later involved in an accident because the
wrong part was installed?
• What if the table your customer
manufactured incorrectly later collapses,
injuring a homeowner?
• What happens when the retaining wall your
client put up at an apartment complex later
falls over and causes damage and injury?
Your customers can be on the hook for
these claims even after they are happily retired.
Discontinued Products-Completed Operations
coverage would cover claims for bodily injury
or property damage arising out of your client’s
products or completed work if the injury or
damage occurs after the business closes its
doors.
Once a business ceases operation, its risk
of claims continues to decline each year. For
this reason, the cost of Discontinued ProductsCompleted Operations coverage falls over time.
The premium is typically a percentage of the
amount charged for an ongoing business and
declines from one policy period to the next.
Counsel your customers who are closing their
doors to maintain insurance coverage. Acuity
offers this coverage to our existing customers.

BY MARCI POST,
SENIOR COMMERCIAL UNDERWRITER

Retail

Trucking

Are you looking for a resource to provide
you with knowledge about the trucking industry?
Look no further than our Trucker Focus newsletter.
Now in its fourth year, the newsletter is published
several times a year and sent directly to all Acuity
trucking insureds.
Cliff Johnson, Acuity Trucking Specialist,
contributes his knowledge in a variety of ways.
In addition to writing Trucker Focus articles on
relevant topics, he focuses on one question in the
“Ask the Specialist” section. The newsletter also
features a recent blog post in “Best of the Blog.”
The Trucker Focus also incorporates two
popular Acuity sources of information. Each issue
contains an item from the Motor Carrier Toolbox.
And the back page of each issue is a tear-out
featuring an Acuity Trucker Talk.
Finally, each issue contains a little fun.
Readers can enter for a chance to win $100 by
finding the miniature version of the Acuity flagpole
hidden in each issue. They can also earn $100 if
their photo is chosen for the Your Life on the Road
Contest, which features interesting, real-world
experiences of truckers.
Past issues of Trucker Focus are available at
acuity.com/truckerfocus. If you wish to be added
to our mailing list for either a print or electronic
copy, simply send a request, including your name,
address, and how many copies you would like, to
TFSignup@acuity.com.

BY LARRY SPAIN,
SENIOR LOSS CONTROL REPRESENTATIVE

For retailers, employment practice issues
are an increasingly common risk, particularly
with new hires or seasonal/temporary
workers. Lawsuits are expensive: the average
employment practices liability insurance (EPLI)
lawsuit settlement is $125,000.
Acuity’s employment practices solution
is an essential part of your retail clients’ risk
management strategy. Our EPLI coverage
protects you if an employee files a claim
and provides coverage for costs of defense,
settlements, and judgments if you are sued
for employment-related claims. These claims
can arise from a wide array of actions or
allegations, including negligent hiring or
supervision, coercion, harassment, libel
and slander, abuse, wrongful demotion or
termination, and more.
Additionally, our solution provides
retailers access to EmployerProtection.net.
Because the best defense against employee
claims is prevention, the online tools at
EmployerProtection.net are designed to
help your clients enhance their employment
practices and reduce employment practices
liability exposure. It includes tools such as a
model employee handbook, employment best
practices checklists, a library of employmentrelated articles, and several web-based
training modules.
Acuity offers EPLI insurance for a wide
range of retail businesses, including those
with fewer than 15 employees. Be sure
to check out Acuity’s Employment
Practices Liability Insurance brochure at
acuity.com/brochures for more information.

BY SARAH BORKENHAGEN,
PRODUCT ANALYST
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Senior Commercial Underwriter Lynn Bonde and her husband,
John, took their Acuity scarves to San Antonio, Texas. They
made a stop at the World’s Largest Cowboy Boots, which are
35 feet tall and 30 feet long!

Would you like to win $100? Email a picture of you or your family with Acuity logo gear featuring an interesting location to
infocus@acuity.com and include a brief description of Where in the World Acuity has been. If we use your picture, we’ll send
you $100! This offer is open to all employees of Acuity and our independent agencies.
To increase your chances of being selected, consider these tips for a winning shot:
• Prominently display your Acuity swag—and the more the better!
• Location, location, location! Photos taken in exotic, amazing, and breathtaking locations catch the reader’s eye.
• Send high-resolution images that have good lighting and focus.
• Send multiple pictures of your trip, even if they are taken at the same location.
• Keep in mind that all recognizable people will need to agree to a photo release if your picture is chosen.
• Have fun!

Mid-State Insurance President Joe
LaBarbera made good use of his
Acuity umbrella on a trip to Santorini,
Greece.

Tiffani Tipton of Compass Insurance
Partners shows off her Acuity socks
at Observation Point in Zion National
Park, Utah.

Agent Tom Dean of TIG
Advisors proudly wears
his Acuity socks at the Old
Course at St. Andrews in
Scotland.
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Bethany Eaton of the Naught-Naught
Agency recently attended a wedding in
a castle in Jumilla, Spain, and took her
Acuity gear along for some sightseeing
on the trip.

Patty Pairitz, Personal Lines Account
Manager at Insurance Brokers of
Minnesota, wore her Acuity hat while
volunteering at the 2019 Slumberland
American Birkebeiner, North America’s
largest cross-country ski race featuring
more than 13,000 skiers from 49 states
and 36 countries.

HOW BUSINESSES MIGHT BE

W

TARGETS FOR
CYBERCRIMINALS

hen running a business, the primary focus
(as it should be) is how to get the job done
as quickly and effectively as possible. This
usually includes some form of online presence to ensure
customers can always find information on the business.
Unfortunately, even the best-laid online plans can leave
the door open for cybercrimes to occur.
Since not everyone is wired to think like a
cybercriminal, here a few things to advise your clients to
consider—and to keep in mind for your own agency:
• Cybercriminals target businesses with good credit.
Always make sure you keep tabs on who’s using 		
the company credit card, and train everyone to
keep the businessowner in the loop on any 			
purchases made. Cybercriminals can also change
the delivery address of a business so that illegal 		
goods might be ordered with stolen credit card data
and delivered right into the hacker’s hands without 		
your knowledge. You’ll only find out once the
bill comes.
• A compromised website may be used to redirect
traffic to a hacker’s website. Once this happens,
your customers are at risk of inadvertently
exposing their personal information (things like
payment information and addresses) to someone
other than you. If you’re running a website for your
business, make sure to regularly check the security
of the site. As soon as a weakness is detected,
reach out to a professional to get a security
checkup!
• Even if you’ve recently closed a business, you’re a
target for cybercriminals. There is significant
opportunity for big payoffs in business identity theft.
If you close a business that is in good standing,
your credit could be up for grabs! Your data
could be targeted by someone looking to make
crazy purchases with a credit card. Always
make sure you’ve tied up any and all loose
ends when closing a business.

If you don’t have security
personnel on staff, consider
hiring an independent firm
to help with regular security
checks and upkeep of your
“cyber hygiene.” The cleaner
your presence, the safer
you are!
CyberSecure My Business,
affiliated with the National
Cyber Security Alliance,
CYBER COACH
provides tools and links to
help small businesses learn to
be safer and more secure online.
Visit staysafeonline.org/cybersecurebusiness/ for more information on the program.
Have questions or ideas for future Cyber Coach
columns? Email us at cybercoach@acuity.com.

BY ALISON MANEGOLD,
REGULATORY ANALYST
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RECENTLY ADDED
WALLY’S WORD 4
It’s baaaaaaack! And Wally-er than ever!
The popular Wally’s Word video from Acuity U returns
for its fourth installment: Winners Win With Winning
Coverages.
It features 60 minutes of all the important news,
trends, developments, and forecasts that agents
could possibly want to hear.
The latest Wally’s Word video also shows how what’s
happening in the world impacts the coverage needs
of your personal and commercial lines customers.

TRENDING NOW

Agent IQ!

Recommendation: 4.85/5
“I want this game as a board
game!!! I loved it. We could use it
in the office!”

E&O Uncovered

Recommendation: 4.83/5
“One of the best CE classes I
have taken. I now understand
why we have certain rules in
place. Thank you!!!”

Crazy Claims

Recommendation: 4.90/5
“I absolutely LOVED this
one. It is my favorite of
all time that Acuity has
produced!”
ACUITY

Visit acuityu.com!

CE VIDEO

DIVERSIFICATION DRIVES GROWTH AT

F

MAINE’S F.A. PEABODY

.A. Peabody is more than just an insurance agency.
The Maine-based firm describes itself as an “insurance
superstore” offering a one-stop shopping experience
for everything a personal or commercial lines customer could
need.
“Diversification has been important to our growth
throughout our history,” says agency President Christopher
B. Anderson.

Deep Roots
F.A. Peabody (FAPCO) does indeed have a history of
continued diversification and expansion in Maine. Its roots
date back over 100 years to 1887, when William Donnell
opened an insurance agency in a small office conveniently
located in the heart of the Houlton business and financial
district.
Agency namesake Frank Peabody joined Donnell’s firm
in 1906, and the agency enjoyed several decades of steady,
sustained growth. In the mid-1960s, FAPCO embarked on
its first diversification from insurance when it began selling
real estate. It was a successful move, leading to expansion
and a new headquarters to meet the needs of the growing
business.
In the late 1970s, the agency added life, health, and
benefits. In 1991, FAPCO launched a third-party administration
(TPA) company serving the needs of the local funeral industry
in Maine. In addition, FAPCO became a sales and servicing
agency for credit unions and their members’ insurance needs
and entered into a unique partnership with a professional
employment leasing firm.
The 1990s also marked the start of a 20-year trend of
mergers and acquisitions, fueling growth that led to the
opening of seven additional offices, bringing the agency’s
current total to nine. The agency also began looking at
ventures outside the insurance business.
“By the late 1990s, it was apparent that a lack of Internet
connectivity plagued northern Maine,” Christopher says.
“For an insurance operation like ours, with disparate offices
spanning 150 miles in the far reaches of rural areas, it was
important to create an affordable, reliable computer network,
particularly with the goal of eventually being able to access
one agency management system and customer database as
we do today.”
Christopher and FAPCO’s Vice President of Information
Technology, Tim McAfee, studied the issue intensely and
turned the problem into a business opportunity. “We came to
realize that an investment in connectivity technology would
not only benefit us, but could effectively ‘cross the digital
divide’ that was plaguing Northern Maine as a whole by
selling access to high-speed Internet access,” Christopher
says. The Pioneer Wireless Network, launched in 2001,
continues to be a key part of FAPCO’s strategy and is
delivering on its promise of providing high-speed Internet
wirelessly throughout the territory.

Although FAPCO has seen many changes to its
operations throughout the years, one strength has remained
constant: its people. “The continued progressive success of
the F.A. Peabody Company can be primarily attributed to the
people who throughout the company’s history successfully
met, and continue to meet, the challenges of the times
through dedication, loyalty, pride in their work, and above all,
commitment to providing excellent service,” says Chairman of
the Board Bob Anderson.

Strong Foundation
From one room in the Houlton Trust
Building to a 6,000-square-foot main
office with eight branch offices; from
a staff of 2 to nearly 100; from a
small, monoline agency to an
insurance superstore offering TPA
and Internet broadband services;
the history of FAPCO is ongoing,
and much is left to be written.
“I’m proud of the work we’ve
all accomplished to build on the
foundations of our founders and
everyone who has been here over
the years,” Christopher says.
“With hard work and
focus, we’ve evolved
to become
something better
than before.
As we strive to
deliver quality
services while
keeping our
client’s best
interests at
heart, we
hope to
be even
better in
the future.”

of the

MONTH

Christopher B. Anderson
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GROWTH LEADS
TO OPPORTUNITY!
Alissa Burgos is promoted to General Manager - Commercial
Underwriting. Alissa started with Acuity in January 2005 as a
Commercial Underwriter. She worked on the Iowa team for eight years
and was promoted to Senior Commercial Underwriter in March 2012. In
June 2013, she transferred to Acuity’s Staff Commercial Underwriting
department, then returned to line underwriting in 2015 as Manager Commercial Underwriting.
Alissa is a graduate of UW-LaCrosse where she earned a bachelor’s
degree in finance with an emphasis in risk and insurance. She has also
earned her Associate in Commercial Underwriting designation.

Kyle Gebler is promoted to Manager - Commercial
Underwriting. Kyle began his Acuity career in 2012 as an
Inside Claims Representative after working for 13 years as
Director of Operations/Business Manager at a local HVAC
company. In 2013, Kyle transferred to become a Commercial
Underwriter. He was promoted to Senior Commercial
Underwriter in 2018. Kyle earned a bachelor’s degree in
sociology from Lakeland University.

Erin Hemans is promoted to Manager - Commercial Underwriting.
Erin joined Acuity in 2013 as a Commercial Underwriter after graduating
from St. Norbert College with a bachelor’s degree in psychology and
business administration with an emphasis in marketing. Since joining
Acuity, Erin has underwritten in the state of Ohio. She was promoted to
Senior Commercial Underwriter in 2018.

Ben Miller is promoted to Manager - Commercial
Underwriting. Ben began his career with Acuity in 2011 as a
Business Analyst. In January of 2013, he transferred to become
a Commercial Underwriter. Ben was promoted to Senior
Commercial Underwriter in June of 2018. He graduated from St.
Norbert College in 2011 with a bachelor’s degree in business
administration. He has also earned the CPCU, AU, AU-M, AIS,
and AINS designations.

“Thank you for the wonderful
online courses you offer!”

Andrea Wichlacz is promoted to Manager - Services. In her new
role, she will help support our many customer-focused billing initiatives.
Andrea joined Acuity in 2014 as a Customer Service Representative
- Billing and was named Collection Specialist - Billing in 2015. Andrea
was promoted to Senior Customer Service Representative - Billing
in 2018. Prior to Acuity, Andrea held various service roles in the
health care sector, including coding specialist, receptionist, medical
transcriptionist, and billing specialist. She earned several certificates
from Lakeshore Technical College, including office assistant, medical
transcriptionist, and medical coding.

2019 SPRING TOWN HALL

Missed the big event?

It’s not too late. Watch it by March 31, 2019, and
earn a $40 Acuity Merchandise Store gift card!
acuity.com/townhall
PAG E 1 3

CRAIG GRENFELL

A

FINDING ALEC

fter Craig and Carrie Grenfell had their second child,
Alec, they spent several months enjoying the laughs
and smiles of an infant and toddler. Then, at 18
months, everything changed.
“Almost overnight, Alec regressed—got lost in his own
world, became nonverbal, wouldn’t make eye contact. He
was a totally different child. It’s like he got lost, or went
away and came back as somebody else,” says Craig,
Senior Commercial Underwriter in our Milwaukee office.

Upheaval

Craig and Carrie were at a loss. Their first child,
Madison, had no similar developmental experience. Finally,
at age 3, Alec was diagnosed with autism. Although the
diagnosis brought some relief, the challenge to the family
was just beginning.
“It was a complete upheaval for our family,” Craig says.
They began in-home therapy for 40 hours a week through
the Wisconsin Early Autism Project (WEAP).
When Alec was 9, the Grenfells were introduced to a
therapy through Alec’s speech pathologist that would be
life-changing: the Rapid Prompting Method. The method
involves using a laminated QWERTY letter board where
Alec points out letters and creates sentences.
“Finally, we could communicate with Alec consistently,”
Craig says. “It takes a lot of work to spell out a sentence,
but it was a revolutionary change for us.”

Thanks to the Rapid Prompting Method, Craig and
Carrie found Alec, letter by letter, and were amazed at
what they discovered.
“Alec is a very spiritual person. He wants to help others.
He has said that his goal is to be a beacon of light for kids
with autism. He wants to show what
this method of therapy can do and
that these kids have a lot going
on in their lives that they want
to share,” says Craig.
Today Alec is 20. Since
graduating high school,
he has been attending the
Wisconsin Independent
Learning College. All of
the students enrolled there
have autism, and the school’s
goal is to help those students
achieve their dreams of living a full life.
Craig is involved with volunteer work at
the school and is currently serving on its board as Parent
Representative.
“The school teaches daily living skills, vocational
training, and community integration. The goal is not
just social interaction, but to hopefully help students be
productive and contributing members of the community,”
says Craig. To that end, the school partners with local
businesses to provide job shadowing opportunities, often
in light manufacturing, retail, and food service.
“Sometimes you feel helpless as parents,” Craig says.
“The school helps parents feel more comfortable as their
child moves into adulthood and provides answers to the
big question of ‘what’s next?’”

Finding Hope
Although the journey ahead remains difficult, the
Grenfell family is optimistic. “Alec is incredibly smart,
even brilliant. He has a great sense of humor and rarely
complains. And it’s amazing how family and friends rally
around him—everyone loves him and would do anything
for him,” Craig says.
“The message I want to give
people about autism is, ‘don’t judge a
book by it’s cover,’” he adds. “People
with autism have so much to give.
Hopefully society can continue to
find roles for them to help them be
happy, contributing members of the
community.”
For more information on the
Wisconsin Independent Learning
College, visit wisconsinilc.org.
Carrie, Madison, Alec, and
Craig Grenfell

Industry Insider
A recent PwC report reveals the importance of customer
relationships:
• 32% of customers say they will walk away from a brand
they love after just one bad experience.
• Companies need to make customer experience a
priority at every level, from a first introduction online,
to the final step of the purchase journey, to the
ongoing relationship.
• Customers have little patience in strictly transactional
relationships—they want to be partners and
stakeholders instead of mere consumers.
• 63% of consumers said they would share more
information with a company that offers a great
experience.

Q. How is Acuity addressing additional
insured needs of contractors?
A. Acuity continues to offer a broad portfolio of additional
insured coverage options, Construction Contracts Connection,
and other services.

Q&ACUITY
Q. What is Construction Contracts Connection?

A. This is a free legal service to assist agents with specific contract questions
about whether a contractor’s insurance coverage aligns with contractual
requirements. This service is available in all our operating territories and can
be accessed via your Acuity underwriter.
Q. What other services do you provide for contractors?
A. Acuity provides construction contract brochures, a two-part
Acuity U series titled Construction Contracts Investigated,
and in-person agency CE training on construction
contracts and additional insured coverage.

c
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DIVERSE TEAMS SHARE A

COMMON GOAL IN CLAIMS

C

• Our Workers’ Compensation team is laser-focused
on two objectives: restoring injured workers’ ability
to provide for their families through quality care,
and reducing medical expenses through managed
care, nurse triage, and more to
keep employers’ costs
down.
• Our Property
Specialists team
LA I MS
C
is made up of
experts on large,
complex claims.
They help get
insureds back
O R E
in business as
N
quickly as possible.
• Our Catastrophe
(CAT) team monitors storm
activity across our 27 states and is
ready for action. Team members are the focal point
in identifying, triaging, handling, and directing
assignment of our storm losses to the appropriate
claims professional.
• Our Auto Physical Damage team is charged with
quickly obtaining auto damage estimates and getting
payments made to repair shops so customers can be
back on the road in no time.
• Our Staff Claims area is a vital support team,
providing research, training, and information to all our
claims units and ensuring they are up to date in
current trends.
• Last, but certainly not least, our Claims
Administration Assistants handle a wide variety of
tasks and responsibilities, are a vital resource to our
claims professionals, and keep our operation running
smoothly.
Perhaps most important, all these teams and the
people who serve in them share common goals when it
comes to claims service: delivering on the promise our
policies make to our insureds, protecting customers from
financial loss, and helping people restore and rebuild
shattered lives.
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ou’ve probably read (multiple times!) that we
maintain a 95% satisfaction rating in claims, about
10 points better than the industry average. How
do we do it? Well, we’re not shy about sharing the Acuity
recipe for success in claims, because it takes more than
just knowing the ingredients that go into that recipe to
make it turn out right.
Of course, the most critical part of claims service is our
people. Our claims staff is committed to delivering worldclass service and empowered with the responsibility and
authority to make that happen. Acuity also supports our
claims staff with the tools and technology needed to do
the job and continually evaluates our processes to find
ways to do things even better.
Our people serve in one of several diverse teams
within claims. It’s worth a quick look at just what those
teams and their responsibilities are:
• The Special Investigations Unit (SIU) works to
identify fraud as well as confirm legitimate claims that
have raised red flags. Team members are experts in
cause and origin, social media analysis, and more.
• Field Claims represents our “boots on the ground,”
providing in-person claims handling and rapid
response to urgent claims. For insureds
who have had serious claims, their
Field Claims Representative
is the “Face of Acuity”—the
person they will work with
through the entire claim,
start to finish.
• Central Claims team
members handle highfrequency, lowseverity claims. Their
objective is fast,
fair resolution of
claims.

BY TOM BEHREND,
GENERAL MANAGER - FIELD CLAIMS

Acuity partners with Trustpilot, an independent, Google-certified review platform that provides verified reviews from
people who do have a service experience with us. See all our reviews at trustpilot.com/review/acuity.com.

Jeffrey
Called in my claim over a weekend, and it was followed up by a return call from
an adjuster. Boom! That’s how it’s done. A+ all the way. Thank you, Acuity!
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ASK THE SPECIALIST
Ask Mike
What is the current and future impact of artificial
intelligence in manufacturing?
To answer that question, let’s take a quick look at the
history of automation in manufacturing. Automation truly
moved into manufacturing in the late 60s, following the
first industrial robot in 1962. In the 70s, CNC (computer
numerical controlled) machines came to the shop
floor, driving productivity and quality to levels not seen
before. At the turn of the century, 3D printing (additive
manufacturing) started to take hold, quickly becoming an
integral part of manufacturing.
Artificial intelligence (AI) is the next evolution of that
automation. In short, AI is about computers doing what
once only humans could do, such as recognizing speech,
making decisions on their own, and much more.

Adding AI to the shop floor is driving manufacturing
to new highs. It is helping manufacturers across many
industries become more flexible, respond with more agility,
and better forecast consumer wants and needs.
Different industries have incorporated specialized
usage of AI as well. For instance, the food industry is using
AI to sort food, a process that is time-consuming and costly
if done by humans. Coupled with sensors, AI determines
if food can be safely processed or needs to be discarded.
In turn, a reduction in labor costs helps make the food that
ends up on grocery store shelves less expensive.
In the lumber industry, AI is improving quality and
increasing yield. It can decide how to best cut large trees
and boards to maximize utilization, reduce scrap, and
optimize inventory. The ready-mix concrete industry is
using AI to predict the compression strengths of finished
concrete within a few percent on the final product, helping
to ensure the pour is right for project requirements.
In fabrication and machine shops, AI has found a place
in improving equipment uptime. It is used in conjunction
with sensors within a condition-based maintenance (CBM)
program, allowing operational management to schedule
equipment maintenance and avoid catastrophic failure that
impacts output and quality. The plastics industry is using
AI to reduce the cost of new molds and, in many cases,
eliminate the need for destructive testing on parts just
to see if the molds are being fully filled. This can reduce
new tooling and part qualification time by as much as
95 percent, allowing new molds to go more quickly into
production and speed time to market.
What does this mean for the insurance industry? AI
will help with risk mitigation or even eliminate risk within
some manufacturing areas. However, the technology itself
is open to cyber vulnerability. Manufacturers need to take
cyber security seriously and protect their AI assets to see
the greatest benefits.
These are just a few examples of how AI is already
being used in manufacturing. Over the next 5 to 10 years,
we will see AI being used in more and more applications
as well as the evolution of AI capabilities, such as the
ability to multitask.
Michael Schlagenhaufer is Acuity’s Manufacturing
Business Segment Specialist. Contact him at
Mike.Schlagenhaufer@acuity.com.

Find the

Flagpole

Our January flagpole was hidden in the holiday
give drive photo on page 8. The three winners of
$100 chosen from among those who found it are:

Cheryl Barnett 				 Asset Protection Insurance		 Rockford, IL
Kimberley Williams Wine Sergi Insurance Group		 Naperville, IL
Becky Couch 				
Wilks Insurance Agency Inc		 Hamilton, OH
To enter this month’s contest, find the hidden elsewhere in this
issue, then send an email with its location to contest@acuity.com by
April 15, 2019. This contest is open to agency staff only.

IMPOSSIBLE

INSURABLES
HIGHWIRE ACT

A

bout the only positive in this jobsite photo is the fact that the
worker is wearing a fall protection
harness and lanyard (although what it’s
tied off to is anyone’s guess!). From the
sketchy scaffolding to the planks that
extend over the electric lines below, this
setup is a clinic on how not to work on a
multi-story building.
Do you have an “Impossible
Insurable” to share? Send your pictures
to infocus@acuity.com. Pictures must be
original photos taken by an employee or
agent, cannot be of a prospect, insured,
or claimant, and the subject of the
photo must be in a public location. If we
publish your photo, we’ll send you $100.
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GETTING THE DETAILS RIGHT DISTINGUISHES MOLLY FORTENBERRY’S
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“Being honest and upfront with customers is
essential. I want them to have a high level of confidence
regarding me working with them. It may mean not being
able to write their business initially, but I hope I have
earned their trust and respect to assist
them in the future,” she says. “It’s
also important to take a detailed
ANDIN
ST
look at a customer’s insurance
needs and not be afraid to go
outside the box to meet those
needs the best way possible.”
Molly also appreciates
R
O
OF
being part of a great team at
E SSI
Sleeper Sewell Insurance. “We
all have individual roles here, but
everybody jumps in and helps wherever it’s needed and
works together,” she says. “I truly enjoy working here
and many of my colleagues and clients have become
my friends, not just business associates.”
Congratulations to Molly Fortenberry, an Outstanding
Service Professional!
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ttention to detail is what sets Molly Fortenberry’s
service apart.
“Molly is a very conscientious and meticulous
Account Executive. Her attention to all the details
in managing the account process provides the right
balance in assisting our production force to be
successful,” says Von Breaux, President of Sleeper
Sewell Insurance. “Molly’s style has also allowed her
to develop a solid working relationship and level of
trust with underwriting teams that is
so essential to the success
of our insurance carrier
partnerships.”
Molly has been
with the Dallas, Texasbased agency for 3
years and has over 20
years of experience
in commercial
lines marketing to
accounts of all sizes
and industries. She says
honesty is the foundation
of great service.
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cuity’s consistent growth benefits
agents! Check out all the latest
Acuity and industry news that
impacts independent agents at
facebook.com/acuityagents.

The articles in this publication are general in nature and not intended to and should not be relied upon or construed as technical, legal, or other professional advice. If legal or other expert assistance
is required, the services of a competent professional should be sought. Any illustrations of coverage are for informational purposes only. Actual coverage is determined by the language of the policy or
endorsement. The information presented is based on the most current information available at the time of publication.

